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The timer tactile The timer tactile kitchenkitchen MAXIMAXI

The desktop timer is specially designed for
visually impaired and blind people. The timer is a
tactile dial of white color.
Every 15 minutes are designated by three
convex points; every 5 minutes - two convex
points; every 2.5 minutes - one convex point.
In the center of the timer there is a largeIn the center of the timer there is a large
convenient relay for setting the time.

The size of the timer is 90x100 mm.
The diameter of the dial is 70 mm.
The maximum timer time is 60 minutes.
Type - mechanicalРЕ
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Multivariate with voice guideMultivariate with voice guide

Multivarka is designed for use by visually
impaired and blind people. The voice guide
of the multivarker sounds the setting of the
settings and indicates the readiness of the
dish.

CharacteristicsCharacteristics
Volume of bowl - 5 l
Function "Masterchef"
Heating function
The "voice assistant" function
Choice of cooking temperature
The function of delayed start - up to 24 hours
Memorizing the last cooking timeРЕ
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Sound level indicatorSound level indicator

The sound level indicator of the liquid
prevents the transfer of hot water and
other liquids through the edge of the cup
during the preparation of the drink.
The yellow indicator can detect two
different levels of liquid.different levels of liquid.
Intermittent sound signal and a series of
vibrations indicate that the cup is almost
full, and frequent sound signals and
prolonged vibration signal that the liquid in
the cup has already reached the limit
level.
Suitable for both hot and cold liquids.
Equipped with two small magnets.
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Talking lids for cansTalking lids for cans

Talking covers are a unique recording
product designed to identify the
contents of various cans or containers
of food.
A yellow cover with a black button for
playback makes it possible to recordplayback makes it possible to record
information for 20 seconds. Talking
covers can be used several times,
recording new information over an old
one.
These covers can be attached to tin
cans or covers (except those made of
aluminum), as well as to ordinary
containers or packages using a self-
adhesive disc or a special strap that
come with the kit.
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KnifeKnife--doserdoser

The design of the knife allows you to cut the products in the same even slices. The
cutting thickness (up to 2 cm) is set by the resettable limiter. The knife blade made of high-
grade steel has a two-sided grinding, making it universal.
Sharpening "wave" - for the main products.
Sharpening of the "saw" - for solid products, including frozen ones, as well as for cutting fish
and poultry.

Sharpening is not required.

The length of the blade is 19 cm.
The width of the blade is 2.5 cm.
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Kitchen scales with speech outputKitchen scales with speech output

KitchenKitchen scalesscales withwith speechspeech outputoutput. The
weighing results are declared in a clear
female voice in Russian. Also the weighing
result is displayed on the digital display.
The scale has a flat platform, which allows
you to weigh the products in the same
container in which they will be prepared.container in which they will be prepared.
Specifications:
Permissible weight (volume): 1 g - 5000 g
Weighing units: grams (g), ounces (oz),
pounds (lb), milliliters (ml).
Russian language.
The voice function can be turned on / off.
Overall dimensions: 165 х 205 х 20 mm.РЕ
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Sugar dispenserSugar dispenser

SugarSugar dispenserdispenser iit is intended for the dosage
of sugar by people with impaired vision.
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